
Note: This was written a semester or two ago, and it describes three different endings for the 
game. This can be tweaked or completely rewritten depending on what the team decides. 
 

3 possible endings 

Stealth 
Escape without being noticed 

● Requires understand character placements: possible manipulation of the characters in 
order to escape without being noticed. This requires distracting the enforcers somehow 
with another case, as there is one patrolling outside.·          

● An example would be making the doll lady go crazy on them. This ending is a win but it 
has little impact on the other characters and could be seen as a “neutral, personal” 
ending. 

●  The objective would be manipulating the characters from behind the scenes so that they 
somehow give you an opening to leave the hotel without being noticed. While this is an 
ending, it does not fix you being stuck in the realm. 

Coup  
Convince the people to go against the clerk’s ruling 

● This requires extensive interactions with characters, getting to know who they are and 
helping them in their plights. Building trust and understanding what makes the 
characters tick is vital to reach this consensus. 

● Requires manipulating the clerk a bit more than usual so that his schemes are brought 
out into the open with proof (possibly making him seem even worse than he already is) 

● This ending could be seen as one of the most impacting for you, as you escape the hotel 
into the town with allies, connections, and more information than you’d normally have. 

Violence 
Kill your way out. 

● Requires incredible planning and a lot of information behind the scenes to know how to 
obtain the weapons/circumstances to murder anyone who stands in the player’s way of  

● This path requires the most planning in time schedules so that you don’t cause a ruckus 
and get arrested by the enforcers. 

●  Finding valuable weapons is important, and may resort to doing other underhanded 
tactics, such as stealing and breaking things. 

 
Death: Failure 



● This can be caused by a majority of ways, but the baseline is if the player cannot escape 
by the end of day 3. The clerk will kill the player by then and it will be a forced restart 
back to the beginning of the tale or the recent shadow-save. 

● Pushing any of the most dangerous characters beyond their edges can result in the 
character dying. 

 

Plotline 
Overall summary: You are stuck in this hotel due to various circumstances orchestrated by the 
clerk in order to fulfil his own greed and desires. He is a henchman of the Dark Council, tasked 
with providing dead bodies and information to create more enforcers/other means. He uses 
every excuse in the book to have checked in customers manipulated into staying in the hotel. 
When someone is vulnerable due to his blackmail/manipulation, he kills them and has the chef 
prepare their bodies to be shipped or cooked depending on quality. The player’s goal is to 
survive and escape the hotel with any of the aforementioned ideals. If they do not escape by 
Day 3, they are killed by the clerk and their journey is forcibly restarted. 
 
Character Deaths and Locations 
Clerk: The end. 
Paranoid Guy/Doll lady if pushed too much to the edge: Window 
Chef kills if pushed too much to the edge: Kitchen 
Investigator kills if you become too dangerous: Lobby? 
Peacekeepers if you killed one: Lobby 
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